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Family members caring for a loved
one at home often describe Hospice
as a lifeline.
Debbie Gillies says without hospice
support, she would have had to
choose between her own health and
her husband Alan’s wish to stay at
home until he died. “If I was ever in
any trouble, I could ring Hospice,
and someone would come within 30
minutes. It was like a lifeline.”
Until seven years ago, Alan and
Debbie ran a successful trucking
business together. It was a busy and
active life, and they loved it.
Aged 64, Alan suffered a stroke
that disabled the left side of his
body, and the couple’s life changed
overnight. Having survived testicular
cancer a year earlier, Alan was now
permanently disabled, and Debbie
became his long-term carer.
Fate struck a further blow 18 months
ago when Alan was diagnosed with
secondary lung cancer. The less
mobile he became, the more Debbie
struggled with just an hour of carer
help each day. Alan was initially
opposed to involving Hospice as he

believed that would signal ‘the end’ –
but a caregiver persuaded him to let
Hospice help a few weeks before
his death.

“We called Hospice
and suddenly all these
angels came to help out,”
Debbie says.
Hospice doctor Mandy Parris-Piper
liaised with Alan’s GP and reviewed
and adjusted his medications, and
nurses established regular visits.
Social worker Brendon Sakey
organised a hospital bed and mobility
equipment and worked hard to access
more help with Alan’s personal cares.
“Alan told them he wanted to die at
home. They were very caring and
diplomatic.”
The nurses visited at least every
second day and the doctor came
weekly, with extra visits as needed.
“I cared for Alan for all those years
but towards the end of his life I
couldn’t have done it without Hospice.”
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DIARY DATES

FROM THE CEO

Online resource launched to support
at-home carers

Saturday 27 February - 7am-2pm

At Harbour Hospice we are privileged to work alongside people who are
experiencing the final months, weeks and days of life as a patient, family
member or friend.

With 2020 behind us, we have much to be grateful for and
plenty to look forward to. With the extraordinary support
and flexibility of our amazing Harbour Hospice staff,
donors and volunteers we were able to maintain virtually
all our patient services through months of restrictions and
uncertainty.
We cared for 1,152 people with an average of 345
patients a day. Both our Inpatient Units remained open
and our community teams embraced new technology to
care for patients via telehealth, as well as in person. We
continued to host registrars, house officers, social work,
and nursing, doctor and physiotherapy placements.
Our education team delivered training for staff and
volunteers in more virtual sessions, and we continued to
support local doctors and aged residential care facilities in
identifying those who need palliative care outside of the
hospice service through our Poi programme.
Faced with postponement or cancellation of our regular
fundraising events, our fundraisers flexed their creative
muscles to create successful online alternatives such
as the Lockdown Baking Battle, Tour de Backyard and
Vintners’ Virtual Brunch.
In the latter half of the year, our shops benefited from the
generosity of our landlords, donors and volunteers (both
old and new), bouncing back from the costly closures of
lockdown to an even stronger position than before.

Now, well into 2021, we face a challenging year ahead
as we continue to manage the increased need for
Hospice care in our community. Our teams have come
up with an exciting plan to expand the quantity, quality
and relevance of our services going forward.

Demand across the Harbour
Hospice region is expected to grow
by 50% in the next 14 years, and
90% in the next 40 years.
In addition, we will commence the redevelopment of
our Takapuna facilities in the early part of this year.
Members of our community and support teams have
already moved to new premises in anticipation and I
am pleased that to say that, thanks to the kindness and
generosity of donors, we have achieved 75% of the $20
million required to complete the project.
We hope that our country can continue to avoid
Covid-19 lockdowns as the impact on patient care and
income cannot be underestimated. We remain ever
vigilant. However, we do know we can get through
this, especially given the enduring support of you, our
Harbour Hospice community.

Jan Nichols, Harbour Hospice Chief Executive

With work on our redevelopment project due to begin shortly at North Shore, our community and support teams (pictured below) have happily
settled into their new temporary home at 1 Shea Terrace.

While our care team is always on hand to provide guidance in person or on
the phone, there is a lot to come to grips with as a carer. With this in mind, we
have recently developed a comprehensive online resource (alongside our team
of specialist palliative care professionals) to support carers with practical tips
and tools.
It covers food and nutrition, providing personal care, moving people safely,
conversations with kids, grief, loss and self-care suggestions. It also includes
links to other helpful resources.
Harbour Hospice Clinical Education Team Leader, Jo Harris, contributed
her own work to the ‘Conversations with Kids’ section. With a professional
background in counselling and art therapy, Jo understands how daunting it
can be to talk about death or dying with someone so young.
“Nobody wants to upset a child by telling them their mum, dad, sibling or
grandparent is dying,” Jo says.
“Our natural instinct is to want to protect them. But as upsetting as it may be,
not being truthful or withholding information can be worse in the long run.”
Jo says that by speaking openly with
children, we give them space to ask
questions and share how they’re feeling.
“We need to assure them that it’s ok
to talk about dying and to share any
emotions or feelings they may
be having.”
“My Journey” is a workbook specially
created for children to work through
their feelings, answer questions and help
them understand what’s happening to
their loved one. The colourful, engaging
book can be printed out and completed in
whatever way works best for the child.
We will continue to develop and add
to the resource, and encourage everyone
to read, use and share the wealth of
information within it.

What can help me
feel better?
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What things do you do that help
you feel better?
Draw or write about these things
in the heart.

Be your own BFF! xxx
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Thursday 11 March

Holes for Hospice
North Shore Golf Club

A fun tournament that’s been giving
golfers a great day out for more
than 25 years. Enjoy a light lunch
before teeing off for 18 holes, either
Stableford or Ambrose, with bonus
surprises and treats
around the course.
Friday 19 March

Hibiscus Golf
Tournament
Helensville Golf Club

Spaces in this popular Ambrose
tournament are filling fast. Entry costs
$260 for a team of four and includes
an extensive prize pool, raffles and
auction. Proceeds supporting hospice
care in the Hibiscus Coast community.

Tour de
Backyard
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This rock-hopping adventure along
the coast welcomes all ages and fitness
levels. There’s still time to enter and
you can choose to run for Hospice
when you register for any of the five
distance options, 6km, 11km, 17km,
22km or 33km.

1-30 April
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A new year often brings hope that the next 12 months will
be better than the last and that has never been more apt
than now.
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Looking forward with optimism

Most people with a life-limiting illness want to stay in the comfort and
familiarity of their own home. But achieving this usually requires the support
of a partner, or other family members, who take on the role of a carer. This
role can be emotionally and physically challenging, and also deeply rewarding.

Cargo Plus Coastal Challenge
Windsor Reserve, Devonport

Rememb
er your

What if your
daily dash
around the
block could also raise money for a
great community cause? We’re calling
walkers, runners, cyclists and outdoor
lovers of all abilities and ages to the
driveway start line. Boost your mental
and physical health while raising funds
for Hospice.
Rescheduled for mid-2021

Catwalk Arts

The date is yet to be confirmed for
our wearable art competition in
Warkworth. But don’t put away the
glue gun, it’s time to start planning your
creation for this outrageously fun event.
For info email
natalie.taylor@harbourhospice.org.nz

You can find it at
harbourhospice.org.nz/support-for-carers

Jo Harris, Clinical Education Team Leader

This project was supported by the Ralph and Eve Seelye Charitable Trust. Both
Ralph and Eve had strong connections to Hospice and we feel certain they
would be very proud that their generosity will impact many, many carers, now
and in the future.
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Find out more about these events at
harbourhospice.org.nz/our-events
or follow us on Facebook.
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STAFF SPOTLIGHT

FUNDRAISING

Appeal generosity

In December we asked you to help us
support patients like Bob Morley, and
his wife Susan, to enjoy Christmas in
the comfort of home. Bob, Susan and
their son and daughter-in-law spent
the previous Christmas Day in hospital,
unsure if Bob would ever return home.
You responded with open-hearted
generosity, giving more than
$41,500 in less than a month.
We are so grateful for your ongoing
support and are delighted to tell you
that Bob and Susan spent Christmas
at their son’s home, with support, and
the confidence gained, from having
Hospice by their side.
With your kindness, we were able to
support around 350 patients through
the holiday period, with home visits,
inpatient care, and 24/7 phone and
telehealth support.

Farmers Christmas
baubles a sell-out

Farmers customers dug deep to help
raise $58,000 for our Hospice donating
to the Farmers Trees of Remembrance
and buying the 2020 Farmers Hospice
Bauble. 100% of funds raised in our
area go to local hospice services.
Once again, we are moved by the
commitment and enthusiasm of our
local Farmers teams.

Community Trees raise
over $30k

Our own Trees of Remembrance
were well supported by local
businesses, volunteers and shoppers
who stopped to place a bauble in
memory of loved ones. We are grateful
for the $31,547 donated across our
three communities.

Our events

2020 certainly kept our events team
on their toes, with creativity and
flexibility key in ensuring event funds
kept coming in. We are thrilled with the
enthusiasm and support of our virtual
events (such as Vintners’ Virtual
Brunch), and our physical events which
started to return late last year. We
feature some of these below.
Thank you to everyone who
contributed to our inaugural Long
Lunch. With inspiration from Hospice
Ambassador Jo Seagar, the Italianstyle lunch was enjoyed by 160 guests
and raised more than $30,000.

The Omaha Golf Club and expert
tournament organiser Bill Abraham
raised an extraordinary $113,936 with
an 18-hole Ambrose tournament and
auction to support our Warkworth/
Wellsford community.
Huge thanks to Sue Chau and team
for another successful Asian Festival
in Orewa. This celebration of food
and culture raised around $6,000 for
Hospice and promoted awareness of
our services.
Over $16,000 was raised at Rock the
Hithe, a popular annual fundraiser
which has supported the North Shore
community since 2012.
For the fourth year, the drive and
passion of Theo Simeonidis and
the Rotary Satellite Club of OrewaMillwater, ensured the success of the
Greek Extravaganza, which raised
more than $24,000 for Harbour
Hospice services in the Hibiscus Coast.
Rotary Takapuna North took 11 cars
on a scenic journey from Auckland to
Martinborough to raise $5,000 for our
North Shore community. Thank you for
choosing Harbour Hospice!

Annual Report goes
digital from 2021
If you want to learn more about the
community impact of our service,
then our latest Annual Report is
the place to go. While this has been
published for some months now, we
want to remind you that it can be
read or downloaded on our website at
harbourhospice.org.nz/publications
In an ongoing effort to become more
environmentally aware, and further
reduce print costs, we plan to only
publish a digital version of the report
this coming financial year.
Limited print copies of the 2019-2020
Annual Report can also be found
at Hospice receptions.

359

We cared for
an average 359
patients every
day, up 3.5%
from last year.

Chaplains comfortable
with silence
A referral to Hospice often leads patients to ponder life’s twists and turns, and
what the coming months may hold. As these thoughts often contain a spiritual
component, it is the task of the hospice spiritual carer to help patients explore
these insights at a deeper level.
Harbour Hospice has two spiritual care coordinators, Jacqui Ryan and Vincent
Maire. Both are part of the Patient and Family Support team and contribute to
the holistic care that is a feature of the hospice movement worldwide.
Jacqui says spiritual care complements the medical, psychological and social
support that other staff offer patients and their caregivers.

“We work with
people of all faiths
and no faith.
Everyone has a
spiritual aspect
to their lives and
for some, coming
into hospice care
provides a first
ever opportunity
to explore life at a
deeper level.”

Hospice shoppers make life better

While our 17 Hospice shops are known for their unique, second-hand
finds and welcoming faces, customers aren’t always aware of just how
impactful their purchases are. Collectively our shops (from Devonport to
Te Hana) are our most significant fundraiser, bringing in around $4 million
each year.
We owe the shops’ success to the generosity of donors
who bring us good quality items to sell, the managers
and volunteers who staff the stores, our supportive
landlords, and the loyal customers who continue to shop
for pre-loved treasures.
If you’re a hospice shop regular, you may have already
spotted our new campaign reminding locals that every
dollar you spend, makes life better for a hospice patient.
This income directly benefits patients and families by
funding our free specialist services such as home visits,
inpatient care, counselling, massage and so much more.
Keep your eyes peeled for the bright pink posters
and when you’re enjoying that tea out of a mug you
purchased at a hospice shop, remind yourself of the
difference you’ve made!
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Got an idea but need
a steer?
Every year, energetic individuals,
businesses and groups come up with
novel ways to raise funds for Harbour
Hospice. This community fundraising
means the world to us because
it’s often inspired by a personal
experience with our services.
To encourage and support these
passionate fundraisers, we’ve created
an online toolkit with ideas, tips and
guidelines to help plan and complete a
successful and fun event.
harbourhospice.org.nz/fundraisingtoolkit

Hospice spiritual care comes with no agenda other than to help patients and
family members make meaning of what can be a stressful time. Listening,
befriending, reflecting are common features of spiritual care.
“Being with rather than doing is a good way to describe how we work,” says
Vincent. “Being comfortable working with and in silence is a core skill. Helping
people to walk a journey that is true to them is essential and often we find
ourselves supporting the patient’s caregiver more so than the patient.”
An essential part of the role is networking with faith communities in our region.
“Should someone from a particular faith tradition – such as Islam – come into
our care, it is essential we know who to contact if the patient wants support
from someone of their own faith,” explains Jacqui. “We may call a minister to
advise that a parishioner has come into Hospice and wishes to see them. The
goal is always to support the patient in whatever way they want.”
In addition to supporting patients and families, Jacqui and Vincent are regularly
called on to run training courses for staff and volunteers. “Ensuring the spiritual
dimension of hospice holistic care is available to all is of paramount importance,”
adds Vincent.
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OUR STORIES

Volunteers honoured for their
skill, passion and loyalty
Our ‘family’ of close to 1,400 volunteers are special folk and we appreciate just how wonderful each one of them is.
Every year when we honour those who have reached significant service milestones, we’re humbled by the skill, passion
and loyalty they bring to their roles. In 2020 we presented long-service certificates to more than 170 volunteers.
Here we feature three stories from this incredible collective.
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Bob Wainhouse

Nancy Sirisena

Jan Adams

Day Programme
Entertainer

Community Visitor

Fundraiser

Patients who attend day programmes
at North Shore and Hibiscus House
enjoy a live concert of popular songs
at every session because a friend of
Bob’s disliked classical music.
“I would visit Kirsten when she was
dying and she told me, ‘When you
retire, you get your backside along
to Hospice and play some decent
music’.”
Bob’s daughter-in-law Sarah works
for Harbour Hospice and reminded
him of his promise when he retired 10
years ago.
After facing his own cancer scare last
year, Bob is more committed than
ever to spreading joy where he can.
“I always walk out of Hospice a very
humble guy,” he says. “Whatever you
think your problems are, that puts
them in perspective.”
Bob has been playing piano ‘by ear’
since he was four. He later earned
enough as a wedding musician to pay
for tuition and can now fill almost
any musical request.
“We’ve all got a purpose for being
here and as long as you’re on the right
side of the green grass, you’re okay.”
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As a community visitor providing
companionship to Harbour Hospice
patients, Nancy believes she receives
far more than she gives.
“You get to know this person who is
so broken but such a strong human
being, and that is a privilege,” she
says. “The conversations we have are
valuable because they have a certain
amount of time and aren’t going to
waste it.”
Nancy has always felt she should give
back in gratitude for the life she’s
had. In Singapore she volunteered at
a school for children with disabilities
and regularly visited an elderly care
home. One resident made a lasting
impression; a 91-year-old who had
endured a hard life as a maid but
retained a giving nature.
“She showed me that in your own
little life you can still think about
others.”
Nancy brings empathy and active
listening to every patient she visits.
“Just because someone is ill it doesn’t
mean they stop being, thinking,
living,” she says. “The most important
thing is being able to listen to what is
said, and what isn’t.”

After seeing her mother struggle to
accept that she was dying, Jan became
interested in the idea of Hospice and
agreed to help create a fundraising
committee. She has been a key
organiser of the Kitchen Tour, fashion
parades, home and garden tours,
garden parties and art shows, all while
raising a young family and running her
pharmacy in Albany.
When a house in Orewa’s Pohutukawa
Ave was gifted to Hospice, Jan
oversaw maintenance and managed
the donated goods that were stored
next door and displayed on the lawn
for fortnightly garage sales.
The Orewa Hospice Shop opened
after Jan’s fundraising team convinced
the board to invest $2,000 in shop
fittings. She later served as a trustee
for 10 years, passing the baton to
husband Des when he retired. He is
still on the Harbour Hospice Trust. Jan
says her proudest achievement was
A Slice of Hibiscus Hospice, a recipe
book that raised $60,000. She puts
the fundraising team’s success down
to the cause, which touches almost
everyone, and the friendships in the
committee.
“Even if we weren’t raising funds, we
would still meet every month.”

Carolyn McCondach,
Hospice visionary
At the end of every year, Hospice Trees of Remembrance appear
throughout the community’s shopping hubs with locals invited to write
a special message in honour of a loved one, which is then hung on a
Christmas tree.
These trees took on a special significance in 2020, as a tribute to
Carolyn McCondach MBE, a gifted artist and Hospice visionary.
Carolyn died at Harbour Hospice in October after a difficult illness,
leaving a legacy that permeates almost every aspect of the local
hospice service.
The ‘Light up a Life Christmas Tree Appeal’ was one of many
campaigns Carolyn established to drum up awareness and support
for Hospice as it was building its service in the North Shore,
Hibiscus Coast and Warkworth/Wellsford communities.
The Christmas campaign has endured for more than 30 years,
along with the hospice shops, partnerships with community groups
and the patient and family services that Carolyn helped set up as a
trustee, fundraiser and visionary.
Carolyn and her husband Stuart had hoped to establish a children’s
Hospice after their daughter Louise, pictured below, died of
leukaemia in 1981, at the age of 14. Carolyn was “extremely
disappointed” by the manner of Louise’s dying and began
researching the concept of specialist palliative care for young
people.
Later she came across, and joined, the North Shore Hospice
Society - an inspiring group that was doing great work in the
community.
In 1988, the North Shore Branch of the Hospice Foundation of
Auckland became the North Shore Hospice Trust with Sir Robert
Muldoon as Chair. Carolyn was a founding trustee and served on
the trust for 25 years. During her time here, she established an
active and successful fundraising committee which creating iconic
events, while also helping to set up the Hospice shops.
In 1991 Carolyn’s commitment, passion and hard work was
acknowledged when she received an MBE for services to the
community. Not even her retirement could slow her down, as she
turned her extraordinary talents to being ‘Super Nana’, running
beautiful events with her friend Sue, and creating a breath-taking
legacy of art.
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LEAVING A LASTING LEGACY

‘All-round great guy’ does one
last incredible deed

Long-serving hospice volunteer and all-round great guy John Wilson
wanted to help ensure Harbour Hospice services would be around
for generations to come.
John was inspired to give back after our team at North Shore cared
for his beloved wife Ngaire and wrapped support around the whole
family. John was well known as someone who would ‘give you the
shirt off his back’. He was a talented DIYer and if someone needed a
tool, he had a garage full to loan - he
loved to help where he could.
For nearly 15 years, John devoted 40
hours a month to Hospice, helping
with collections and deliveries to
shops, assisting with maintenance
and a spot of gardening. As a
qualified technician with 20 years at
the Auckland Power Board, he aptly
certified electrical checks on donated
appliances and roped in some mates to
join him.
John said volunteering gave him purpose and helped him cope with
the loss of Ngaire. He loved chatting with people, looked forward
to spending time with the team at Hospice and was once presented
with a certificate of appreciation for “Brightening everyone’s days
with playful endeavours”!
John passed away in his 90th year. True to his generous self, he did
one last amazing deed, and left a gift in his Will to Harbour Hospice.
We are incredibly grateful to this lovely man, whose legacy will live
on to ensure future generations can rely on hospice services.
You don’t have to be wealthy to leave a gift in your Will, as your
gift will always have a powerful impact, no matter the size.
If you would like to chat about leaving a gift in your Will, please
call Milly Whitefoot on 021 783 437.

Trusts provide vital support
We are incredibly grateful to the trusts and
foundations that continue to support us. In
the last six months we have been fortunate
to receive the below grants. These funds
have helped cover medical costs, education,
cleaning, clinical equipment, family hardship,
grief booklets, a bereavement programme
for kids, scholarships, salaries and the
redevelopment of our North Shore facilities.
ARA Lodge
Maurice Paykel Charitable Trust
Louisa and Patrick Emmett Murphy
Foundation managed by Public Trust
Rural Communities Trust
Constellation Communities
Four Winds Foundation
BlueSky Community Trust
Zelda Roberts Charitable Trust
managed by Public Trust
Skills4Work
Dragon Community Trust
Lister Presbyterian Trust
Lottery Community Funding
Charles Rupert Stead Charitable Trust
proudly managed by Perpetual Guardian
Hasbro New Zealand Limited
Auckland Council Local Board
North and South Trust Ltd
Rodney Health Charitable Trust
Boyd Clarke Foundation
Milestone Foundation
Dairy Flat Community Trust
Oxford Sports Trust
Ministry of Social Development
Dorothy Williams Charitable Trust
managed by Public Trust
New Zealand Community Trust (NZCT)
The Douglas Charitable Trust
Norah Hamblin Memorial Trust

I wish to support Harbour Hospice patients with a donation today
Please select which community you would like your donation to support:

Hibiscus House
Whangaparaoa
CC #22413 – gifts $5 and over are tax deductible

North Shore
Takapuna

Tui House
Warkworth/Wellsford

